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Introduction

• Who am I?

– PhD in sociology from Brown University (2012)

– Research assistant professor at the Survey 
Research Center of ISR (2014-)

– Faculty affiliate at the Population Studies Center, 
the Lieberthal-Rogel Center for Chinese Studies 
(LRCCS), and the China Data Center

– Social demography, population health and aging, 
spatial analysis, survey research

– xuhongw@umich.edu
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Introduction

• What is population-based social research?
– Well-defined population of interest and units of analysis

• Example: what is China’s fertility rate? 

• Families, women, married women, married women 15-49 years old, married 
women 15-49 years old currently live in China, married women 15-49 years old 
currently live in China with Chinese citizenship?

– Document a pattern (i.e., descriptive) or test a theoretical hypothesis

– Use empirical evidence from data to support your argument
• Primarily quantitative data

• Sometimes supplemented by qualitative data

– Data often from a probabilistic sample that is representative of the 
population

• Not sure about using qualitative data alone, at least not yet

– Correlational or causal analysis
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Study 1: Historical Background

• Pre-1949: Severely traumatized economy and 

population growth after decades of political 

upheavals, civil wars, and foreign invasions

• 1953-1957: Gradual recovery during the First 

Five-Year Plan

• 1958-1962: Ambitious Second Five-Year Plan 

and aggressive measures
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Study 1: Historical Background

• The Peoples’ Daily called for a “Great Leap Forward” in 

agricultural and industrial productions (November 1957)

– The targeted goal for grain yield raised from 500 (more than doubled from 

1957) to 700 MMT

– Local officials exaggerated their targeted figures by 50% or more, or cut 

down the planned work period for the original target by half, or both

• The Great Leap Forward (GLF) movement: 1958-1961

– For a rapid transition from an agricultural society to an 

industrialized socialist economy

– Radical social and economic policies
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Study 1: Historical Background

• Exaggerated agricultural plans turned into high-yield “satellites” when the 

1958 summer harvest season began

– Exaggerating grain yields to astronomical levels

– Naming inspired by the Soviet Union’s Sputnik satellite launched in 1957

– First nationally reported by the People’s Daily, the Communist Party of China’s 

(CPC) official newspaper, on June 8, 1958

• 2,105 catties of wheat per mu, or 6,315 kg per acre in the Chayashan People’s Commune 

(later known as the “Satellite” Commune), Suiping County of Henan Province.

– Topped on the next day by another “satellite” in Hubei: 2,357 catties of wheat 

per mu

– The biggest: 8,586 catties of wheat and 130,435 catties of rice per mu
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A Case Study from Li’s Book (p. 88-89)
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Study 1: Research Questions

• Was there a spatial diffusion process of 

launching agricultural satellites?

• If yes, what contextual factors contributed to 

the spatial diffusion?

– Geographic proximity

– Political proximity
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Geographic Proximity

• Launching high-yield satellites as a risky 

“innovation”
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Structural Equivalence in the Form of 

Political Proximity
• China’s multilevel political hierarchy

• Peer pressure and competition to demonstrate political loyalty among 

structurally equivalent cadres
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Research Hypotheses

• Hypothesis 1 (main effect of geographic proximity):
– The probability of a county exaggerating its grain yield would increase 

if other counties in close geographic proximity had already 
exaggerated their grain yields. 

• Hypothesis 2 (main effect of political proximity):
– The probability of a county exaggerating its grain yield would increase 

if other counties in close political proximity had already exaggerated 
their grain yields. 

• Hypothesis 3 (interaction effect):
– The probability of a county exaggerating its grain yield would become 

higher still if similar exaggerations had been made by counties that 
were close in both the geographic and political spaces.
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Typology of Geographic

and Political Proximity
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Typology of Geographic

and Political Proximity
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Data Source: News Paper Archive
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Data Source: News Paper Archive
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Data Source: News Paper Archive
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• The People’s Daily (June 8 – September 30, 

1958)

– Grain (rice and wheat) yield >= 1,000 catties/mu (or 3,000 kg/acre)

– By 1980, the 99th percentile of county-level average grain yield was 

merely 740 catties per mu

– More than 600 “satellites” June-Sep 1958 transcripted



Data Source: GIS Map

• Geocode each satellite 

to the county level 

according to the 1958 

administrative 

boundary map (China 

Data Center at 

Michigan)
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Data Source: Government Statistics
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Data Source: Government Statistics
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Data Source: Government Statistics

• County-level control variables from 

government statistics

– Terrain (1980): plain, hilly, pasture, mountain

– Old revolutionary base area (1949)

– Ethnic minority area (1980)

– High per capita income in the rural population 

(1986)
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Event History Analysis

• Units of analysis: Counties in the mainland China, 1958

• Event of interest: Launching a high-yield satellite

• Exposure of risk began 

– On June 8, when the notion of high-yield satellites was invented, for event debut

– Or the next day after an event occurrence for  repeated events

• Right censoring if no satellite launched by Sep 30

• Sensitivity analysis

– Include other food crops than rice/wheat

– Subsample restriction: only include counties that have at least one neighbor of each 

type 

• Model the logged hazard of event debut

– ���ℎ� � = ℎ� � + ∑ ���,�
��
���� � + ���

• Model the logged hazard of kth repeated event

– ���ℎ�� � = ℎ�(�� − ����) + ∑ ���,�
��
���� � + ���
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Frequency Distribution of 

Exaggerations

Full Sample Subsample

N of exaggerations 

of rice/wheat yields

N of 

Counties %

N of 

Counties %

0 1,944 87.4 294 87.8

1 181 8.1 27 8.1

2 62 2.8 7 2.1

3 20 0.9 5 1.5

4+ 18 0.8 2 0.6

Total 2,225 100.0 335 100.0
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Spatial Clustering
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Animation
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Space-Time Clustering
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Study 1: Conclusions

• There was a spatial diffusion process of 

exaggerating grain yields in the summer of 

1958

• The diffusion process was mostly driven by the 

interaction between geographic proximity and 

political proximity
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Consequences of Exaggerating Grain 

Yields 

• A delusion of an unprecedented harvest to China’s leaders

– Excessive compulsory grain procurement

– Shifted labor and economic resources away from agriculture to 

fruitless projects (e.g. backyard furnace movement)

• Reduction in actual grain production

– Misguided grain ration and redistribution despite the famine

• In combination with other natural and man-made factors

– The GLF famine of 1959-1961 caused 16.5-30 million excess 

deaths
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Study 2: Long-term Health Effects of 

the GLF Famine

• The fetal origin hypothesis by Barker (1990, 
1995)

– Prenatal exposure to an adverse environment, in 
particular to malnutrition, may “program” the 
fetus to develop particular metabolic 
characteristics, likely through environmental 
effects on the epigenome

– Such developmental changes may persist over the 
life course and increase risks of cardiovascular and 
metabolic diseases in middle and later ages
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Endogeneity

• Empirical test of the fetal origins hypothesis often 
relies on observational data
– For example, use low birth weight as a proxy for fetal 

malnutrition (from survey data or medical record)

– Not randomized experimental data

• Omitted variable bias
– The observed association between birth weight and health 

outcomes in later life could reflect many unobserved joint 
determinants such as genetic traits, family socioeconomic 
status, and environmental factors

• Measurement error
– Difficult to measure each individual famine survivor’s 

degree of prenatal malnutrition suffered decades ago
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GLF Famine as a Natural Experiment

• Exposure to famine is often beyond the control of 
most individuals, regardless of their genetic traits, 
personality, or socioeconomic status

• The process governing an individual's prenatal 
exposure to famine-induced malnutrition is 
arguably exogenous and resembles random 
assignment

• We can infer casual effects of prenatal 
malnutrition on adult health by comparing two 
similar subpopulations that differ in the famine 
exposure
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Simple Cohort Comparison

• Exploit between-cohort temporal variation: famine vs. 
non-famine cohorts

• A strong assumption of “constant cohort difference”: the 
only source of between-cohort difference in the outcome 
of interest is famine exposure (or not)
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Difference-in-Differences (DID)

• Additionally exploit spatial variation: areas of 

greater famine severity vs. areas less affected

• A weak assumption

– other sources of between-cohort difference are 

possible

– as long as such difference is constant between 

areas that were heavily affected by the famine and 

those that were less affected
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Difference-in-Differences (DID)
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Instrumental Variable (IV)
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Data Source: Survey

• Units of analysis: individuals born 1956-64
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Data Source: Survey

• China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study 
(CHARLS) 

– Nationally representative sample of Chinese adults 
aged 45 and older and their spouses, if available

– 2011 baseline survey

– Restricted to the rural subsample in this study

– Anthropometric measures: weight, height, waist 
circumference

– Biomarkers: blood sample

– Self-reported birth prefecture
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Birth Cohort Size Counted in 1990
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Measure Famine Severity

• Prefecture-level cohort size shrinkage index  (CSSI)

• ���� =
�� �!"#$�%��!"#$�%

�� �!"#$�%
× 100%

– *+,+-./�+0 is the average cohort size of those born during the three 
years preceding the famine (1956-58) and the three years after the 
famine (1962-64)

– *-./�+0 is the average cohort size of those born during the three 
famine years (1959-61)

– Calculated for each prefecture

• A larger CSSI value indicates a greater reduction in cohort size due 
to 
– reduced fertility

– increased infant mortality

– both presumably caused by the GLF famine



Measure Famine Severity

• Calculate prefecture-
level CSSI from the 
1% sample of the 
1990 China 
Population Census

• Matched to the 
CHARLS respondents 
based on their self-
reported birth 
prefecture
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Spatial Variations in Famine Severity 

(CSSI) and IV
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Study 2: Conclusions

• Simple cohort comparisons reveal increased 

later-life health risks due to famine exposure

• DID and IV estimates suggest that famine 

either has no effect or reduces later-life health 

risks

– likely due to mortality selection
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Overall Concluding Remarks

• Collaboration with people

– From the same discipline but with different skills

– From different disciplines

• “Old” (secondary) data but new ideas

• Sometimes (or very often?) one data source is 

not enough

• Ask your colleagues and librarians!
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